PRODUCTION TEAM MEETING
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 2016

!
——————————————————————————————————————!
!
ONLINE VIDEO:!
!
Starting on Sunday, October 2, 2016 the online video will include worship and the sermon.!
Projection, Camera, and LP Directors must bring their “A” game.!
Requires slight changes to the Projection & LP Director computers. Quick demonstration to follow this
meeting.!

TRAINING & PRACTICE:!

!

The youth worship team is practicing on Sundays after the morning service. During this time Pastor Eric will
meet one on one or in small groups to give training on any element of our production equipment. !
If you don’t need training but want to practice/experiment, this is a great time to do that as well.!

!
——————————————————————————————————————!
!
CAMERA REMINDERS:!
!
Try to keep a “knees up” or “waist up” shot of Pastor Eric and Pastor Joe. Don’t worry that there may be
hands or the pulpit in the way. It is better than being zoomed in too close on their chest/head.!

As much as possible, keep the subject in the center of the shot. If the person gets too close to the edge, we
have problems with the autofocus. !
If Pastor Joe is standing on the floor for communion or other reasons, please move the camera down to get
the shot, even if there are board members in the way. Don’t leave the camera stationary. If you do, we end
up with just Pastor Joe’s head moving across the bottom of the shot. !

LP DIRECTOR REMINDERS:!

!

Remember to start recording. If needed, start as soon as the worship team walks out on stage. Editing out
extra stuff from the beginning is better than missing songs or parts of songs. !
Remember to use the headphones to check sound levels when Pastor Joe starts preaching. Don’t just rely
on one of the dB level indicators because there are three that must work in balance (mixer/interface input/
computer input). Audibly check to make sure it loud enough but not distorting.
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